
BizTalk 
Improve team collaboration 
and increase business productivity

The BizTalk service completely eliminates the need for physical contact 
between employees, business partners and customers and reduces travel 
expenses. At the same time, it increases productivity and saves time. Clear 
audio and HD video create an immersive experience for all participants. 
Thanks to the BizTalk service your meeting can take place anywhere and at 
any time. All you need is a computer, a tablet or a smartphone.

The BizTalk service
is a complex, cost-efficient 
and reliable communication 
solution for businesses of 
all sizes. Enjoy a conference 
which is much more 
efficient than the traditional 
management meetings.

 N Get exceptional video 
quality (1080p @ 30fps)

 N  Start a videoconference with 
two or multiple participants 
with a single click

 N  Integrate videoconferencing 
with different terminals and 
networks 

Thanks to our flexible solution 
you can communicate and 
collaborate with your staff 
in remote locations. Once 
you order the service, SWAN 
will supply all necessary 
videoconferencing 
equipment, including 
user support.

www.swan.sk

You can start 
a videoconference from 
anywhere via the internet 
or your corporate network, 
using a desktop PC, 
a notebook, a tablet, or 
a mobile phone.
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N Business continuity management
N Compliance with quarantine and social 

distancing requirements
N Virtual meetings between employees, 

suppliers and customers
N Collaboration tool allowing to share 

your desktop or application
N Possibility to connect from your office, 

home, backyard or car
N Opportunity to organise more frequent 

training sessions for sales reps working 
from remote locations

N Excellent tool for specific use cases, 
such as remote education, telemedicine, 
and new product presentations

Service 
use

N Enjoyable real-time video communication
N Limits physical contact
N Resource optimisation - reduce costs by 

limiting travel
N High-quality sound and HD video for an 

excellent user experience
N Ability to connect multiple users
N Universal, secure and easy-to-use video 

platform
N Access via mobile devices and the internet
N Contractual service guarantee covering all 

your branches

Service 
advantages

The BizTalk tool transfers audio and video in real time between two or multiple 
participants. It allows them to communicate, collaborate, and present materials.

Audio and video transfer in HD quality via the internet or the corporate network. 
The BizTalk brings new functionalities such as the collaboration white board or an option 
to record videoconferencing calls. High-quality audio and video thanks to a codec 
correcting data errors and data loss (error concealment) and providing optimum 
performance without reducing service quality. The service allows users to connect 
simultaneously in multiple locations without any transfer delays. Intuitive user interface 
with one click to start a videoconference.

Control options: infrared wireless remote, touch screen, keyboard/mouse.
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For more information on pricing and special promotions, please contact:
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For more information on pricing and special promotions, please contact your 
Sales Manager, or send an email to csc@swan.sk.


